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The knocking begins with kicks to the inside of the forehead at around 2:30 in the morning.

“Cut it out. I’m not getting up.”

By 4:00 the knocking has become a rhythmic assault
between the eyes.

“Get bent. I need to sleep.”

Around 5:00 a.m. I give up. Too tired to deal with anything
but the migraine, I go put on the coffee. My only hope on
migraine days is that I’m just right enough to go to work
that day. This is the story of my thirties, putting up with
headaches that range from the benignly dull ache grinding
itself out over a day (or more recently, three) to the full-
blown, blinding carnival of nauseating pain that leaves me
asleep on the bathroom floor. The battles have been
fierce, but I feel a change in the war. There’s been a
subtle shift in wind and I’m coming out of the season of the

migraine. Less meds (o.t.c. and otherwise), less episodes per week and rarely any of the nausea.
My last serious migraine was a week and a half ago and I awoke as if someone had flipped a
switch and simply shut the headache off (and left the bed to write “What Can You Say About…”).
I’m only beginning to understand migraines and my body. Help is coming from others who’ve had
the headaches before me.

A Brain Wider Than The Sky (A Migraine Diary) recently published by Andrew Levy (Simon
and Schuster) chronicles the authors battles with debilitating migraines and
chronicles the history of thought on headaches. Levy is an English Department
Chair at Butler University, essayist and author of the renowned 2005 book The
First Emancipator. I’m absorbed by this poetic, slim little volume in which Levy
ponders the migraine and deals with the way it impacts his life and that of society.
While the book could be seen as self-indulgent, a publication of one’s musings on
the nature of life with a massive headache, there are a lot of universals that
migraine sufferers can share with Levy. The onset of migraine, the triggers, auras,
nausea. The fact that because of rebounds we only get eight pills a month (in his
case Imitrex. In mine, Treximet). There are more laughably subtle anecdotes

about the way we weakly combat migraines, like keeping a bowl of white rice and a fork beside the
bed. Other tragic consequences, like the inability at various times to parent, play themselves out
throughout the book and over the course of our lives. Levy writes in language that makes hacks like
me stare at the page and re-read the same passages several times. In other words, he writes in
English.

A Brain Wider Than The Sky has at least got me thinking about the migraines again, and not
simply wandering through life miserably. I’m simplifying this year and living a subtle, monastic life.
Rather than giving up my headache triggers over and over, I’m choosing to live simply so that I can
simply live. If I lose weight, lower my cholesterol and control my blood pressure, well that’s just icing
on the migraine free life. Onward and Upward.
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